
Croyland Observations

H. A. KELLY

THE FOLLOWING NOTES are clarifications of or additions to matters treated in my
two earlier articles in The  Ricardian:  The Last Chroniclers of Croyland (LCC),
December 1985, and The Croyland Chronicle Tragedies (CCT), December 1987.

1.  Bringhurst  and  Richard Lavender
In the course of my account of  Crowland Chronicle Continuations, 1459-86, edited
and translated by Nicholas  Pronay and John Cox (Richard III and Yorkist  Trust,
London 1986), I  noted  that  Pronay makes several important errors in his account
of the act of appropriation of the parish of Bringhurst  that  ends the Croyland
Chronicle (CCT, p.513  n.44).  I will give  details here, but first  I  wish to confess an
important  error of my own.

I wrongly assumed that  the parish was the ‘property’ of Croyland Abbey, and
that  Croyland  was transferring ownership to Peterborough, in accord with the
arbitration over the disputed marsh of Alderland (see especially LCC, p.143). In
fact, the parish was independent, though  in the patronage of Peterborough  —
meaning that  the  abbot  and his  community had the  right  of  naming the rector. The
terms of the arbitration were  that  if Croyland  could  get permission from the king
for appropriating the parish to Peterborough and get the other necessary
permissions and pay the expenses for the appropriation Croyland would be freed
of paying the ten pounds a year to Peterborough set by the arbitrator. All of  this  is
clearly explained in the  Chronicle itself, on page 188 of the Pronay-Cox  edition.
Appropriation, or impropriation, meant  that  the income of the parish would go to
Peterborough, and out of it payments  would  be made for a perpetual vicar and
other annual  costs, such  as  fees  to the  Lincoln  Chapter and to the Archdeacon of
Leicester, currently Richard Lavender.

Pronay characterises the  actus  impropriatiomls' in the Chronicle as ‘a
moderately accurate transcript of the first part of the formal record of the process
of impropriation’, which  ‘breaks off altogether at the very beginnin of the actual
decree’; and he contrasts it with the  ‘complete  and official  text  oft  e  process’ to
be found in Russell’s register (p.198). In  fact, the Bishop’s register does not
contain  the act of  impropriation  or  text  of the process, but only an  informal
narrative of the Bishop’s arrival at Croyland and the events leading up to and
including the formal meetings of the hearing (see  LCC, p.143). The register
contains  some  but not all of the documents presented to the court (specifically, the
powers of proctorship are  omitted); included is the complete  text  of the sentence
delivered on 24 April 1486. In  contrast, the act of impropriation at the end of the
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Croyland Chronicle  takes  the form of an extremely long letter addressed by
Bishop Russell to all Christians  recounting the events of the hearing on 22 and
24 April, including the entire  text  of all  documents  presented, except for the
depositions of the witnesses, which Russell  says he ‘published' in the afternoon
session of 24 April. The letter breaks off in the course of the Bishop’s final
sentence, not at the very beginning, as Pronay asserts, but two-thirds of the way
through it, at the point within the sentence where Russell recounts how he came
to the point of  delivering sentence.

In the calendar or summary of the act of impropriation  that  Pronay gives  on
age 201, he inadvertently skips from the beginning of  Russell’s  final sentence
Fulman’s  edition, p.591) to  a  later  section  (p.592), which  he summarises on pa  e

201, and then he  says, in a  note:  ‘The  few remaining lines, before the  text  brea 5
off, add nothing of  substance’. In  fact, the  text  goes on for  a  page and a  half
(pp.592—593). In characterising my position, Pronay says  that  I  postulate a final
continuation of  eight lines  after  Russell’s  seventy-line continuation (p.33). In
reality, the  final  continuation, as I see it, consists of ap roximately 600 lines
(Fulman, pp.582-593), not counting the hundred or so missmg lines from the rest
of the  Bishop’s sentence. Even the introductory section leadm up to the act of
impropriation is nineteen  lines long in Fulman’s edition (p.582 and twenty-two
lines long in Pronay’s edition (p.198: beginning ‘Dum  haec  commotio’).

I note with interest  that  Alison  Hanham in her article, Richard Lavender,
Continuator?  (The Ricardian, December 1987, p.517), thinks that the Croyland
author  sees  the arbitration as favouring Peterborough, whereas I  think that  he
views Croyland as the winner. He says at the end of his ‘tragedy’ of Abbot
Croyland  that  the  letter  of award makes it  obvious  which side the arbitrator
favoured (p.166). Readers can  judge  for themselves by reading the English
version of the letter contained in the nineteenth-century edition of  Dugdale’s
Monasticon  (vol.  1, p.398-400). At  this point, the Croyland author  says that the
arbitration put  a  de nitive end  (certus  fim's) to the dispute. But in his supplement
concerning Abbot  Thorp, he says  that  ‘the end  effected  by the said arbitration was
immediately seen to be excessively expensive, although  unfinished’ (sumptuosus
nimis  licet  imperfectusfinis  per  dictum arbitrium  statim videbatur, p.186).

Hanham seems to have been  swayed  in her opinion by the notion that
tragedia  connoted something sad to the author. She had not yet read my second
article, which appeared in the same issue of The  Ricardian  as her  note, where
I argue tha the word  meant  no more than  ‘chapter’.  If she had read this article,
she would not  have  been  likely to say, in opposing my view  of  a unified history in
favour of her own  thesis  of  a  secular  account by a  secular  author into which  a
Croyland  monk  wove Croyland history, that  there is ‘no reason to suppose  that
tragedia  refers to any part of the secular history’ (p.517). She was thinking only of
the  author’s  second use of the term and overlooked his first  use, when he was
speaking of the aftermath of Edward  IV’s  death.

Richard  Lavender’s  official  role  in the Bringhurst affair was not, as  Hanham
is perhaps suggesting on page 517, to adjudicate between Croyland and its  rival
abbey Peterborough, but to cooperate in a venture  that  Croyland badly wanted
and Peterborough had agreed to. It was in  Lavender’s  interest to protect the
income of his archidiaconal benefice. He was under no obligation to consent to
the appropriation of one of his parishes, and he had to be wooed to  agree  to it, if
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not by Abbot Fosdyke, who  died suddenly just  nine  days after Lavender became
archdeacon on 5 October 1485,  then  certainly by the  Prior.  Edmund Thorp,  who,
after he became Abbot on  9  November, gave the  completion  of the  Bringhurst
transaction his  highest  priority.  This  is the firm  connection between Croyland and
Lavender  which  critics of my candidate for the  Second Anonymous  have  failed to
appreciate.

2. The  Oxford Transcript  of the  Chronicle
A  long-awaited  microfilm  copy of Oxford Corpus  Christi College  Manuscript
B 208 has  finally come  into  my hands, and I  would like  to  correct  and supplement
the  account that  Pronay gives of the  manuscript. It  consists of the transcript.  that
is, the copy text, for the  second part  of  William  Fulman‘s  Rerum  Anglicarum
Scriptorum  Veterum,  Tomus  1  (Oxford 1684). Pages 1-107 of the printed  book
contain  Ingulfi Croylandensis Historia,  followed  by Petri Blesensis Continuatio  on
pages 108-132.  Then  comes the  Chronica  de  Mailros  on pages  133-244,  printed
from folios  1-65 of the  Oxford  manuscript, and  next  the  Annales  Burtonenses,
pages 245-448, printed  from  folios  66-222  of the Oxford  transcript. Next  in the
transcript  come  fra  ments  of the  copy text  of the  First  Continuation  of the
Croyland  Chronicle  %by the  Prior  of  Croyland):  the  beginning of the  continuation
is  contained on  folio  224, from  which  were  printed  Fulman’s  page 451 and  part  of
452.  The  rest of 452 and  part  of 453 come  from folio  223  (that  is, folios  223 and 224
are out of order).  Folios  225 and 226 are the  copy for pages 522-524 (in  Riley’s
translation. pp. 406-410).

The  last  part of the manuscript, beginning with folio  227r and  going to the
end, 255v, contains what  is  left  of the transcript of the  final  continuations.  The
original  page  numbers  of the  transcript are  clearly visible:  they extend from page
11 to page 68.  Folio  227r (= p.11) has the  text from  the  middle  of  Fulman’s  page
554 (Pronay’s  p.122).  The  missing ten pages of the transcript at the  beginning
would  clearly have  covered all of the  beginning of the Second Continuation, from
page 549 on. The  transition from the Second  Continuation,  which  Fulman ends on
page 578, to the  beginning of what Fulman  takes  to be the  final  continuation
(beginning on page 581) occurs on page 50 of the  transcript  (folio 246v); and the
end of the  transcript, page 68, that  is, folio  255v, corresponds to the  beginning of
Fulman’s  page 591.  Fulman’s  text  continues to page 593.  equivalent  to  about  five
pages’ worth of transcript.

Thus  it is  evident  that  in Pronay’s  statement on page 50, ‘Between folios 227v
and 246r is the transcript from  which  pp.254-281 of  Fulman’s  edition  were
printed’, all four numbers are wrong.  A  correct  statement  would  be, ‘From  folio
227r to  folio  255v is the transcript for pp.554-591 of  Fulman'.

An  examination  of pages 49 and 50 of the transcript (= folio  246r-v), photos
of  which I  provide here, can clear up some of the mysteries of  Fulman’s pages 577-
578, 581 (Pronay, pp.190, 192, 194).

First  of  all, Pronay’s suggestion  (p.55) that  subjungo  rather  than  subjunge  is
the  proper reading in the  prose introduction  to the  final  verses must  be  altogether
rejected  (see  CCT.  p.509). As one can  readily see.  the  scribe‘s final  0. as in de
laude  in the same  sentence, is  unmistakenly different  from  his  final  0, as in  animo
in éhe glilrd) line  above  and  modo  and  recto  in the  fourth  line  above  (see p.50, lines
7, an 1 .
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The  verses that  follow  are  written  as poetry, with  each verse getting a line to
itself  and  beginning with a  capital  letter, with  a  slight  indentation on the  left
margin  and, of course, a  wide  irregular  right  margin. The  prose  addendum begins
on the same  line  as the  final line  of  verse and goes to the edge of the  right  margin
with  the  words  Acta mm, with  the  remaining lines filling space to  both  margins.

The  next continuation was  begun  by the  scribe on the same page, simply by
skipping a  line  and  indenting:  Quamvis  Ille quicunque  sit, and so on.  Fulman
inserted  the  direction.  Begin a  new  page.  and the  title, Alii ejusdem Historiae
Continuatio, and the  Quamvis  is  given  an extra-large  capital  and  type  on page 581,
to  signify the  beginning of  a  new  work.  Pronay in his  edition  gives  no  special
treatment  to  Quamvis  and  does  not  indent  it (p.  194); but  according to the  peculiar
layout procedure of the  edition, lack of  indentation  in Pronay, after  a  bracketed
indication  of the  beginning of a new page in  Fulman, signifies  the  beginning of a
paragraph in Fulman, whereas an  indentation  in Pronay signifies  that  there is no
indentation  in  Fulman.

On the  last  page of her review of the Pronay-Cox  edition,  in  History and
Archaeology Review, Spring 1988, pages 5-11, Margaret  Condon  implicitly
suggests  that  the  quicunque  sit (‘whoever he may be’) should really be  quicunque
fuerit  (‘whoever  he may have been”). a  much  more  common expression (p.11).
This could  very well  be  true, since  the  abbreviation  of the perfect  subjunctive
fuerit  could  easily be mistaken for the  present  subjunctive sit  when  written  with  a
straights.

As for the  prose interruption  in the  first  set of  verses, which  occurs at the
bottom  of page 49 of the  transcript  (= p.577  of  Fulman  and p.190 of Pronay;
coincidentally the page  break  in all  three  texts comes at the  same place), one can
see  that  the transcriber  originally wrote as  follows.  I include  the catchword  vires  at
the  bottom  on page 49, indicating the  first  word on  p.50:

Praesunt et videant ubi  alludit Metrista
defectioni  tanti  apparatus per _Regem  Edwardum  quar=
tum  faci  in  Gallias, cujus simihs nunquam repeyieturL]

Vlres
50

Vires  Gallia  nostras
Vincit. ne proprla  scmdamus Viscera ferro.

The  verses on p.49 are  written  as poetry,  with  one  line  for  each verse, even  though
there  is no  indentation  on the left. The  scribe  seems to  have  thought  that  ubi
alludit Metrista  completed a  line  of poetry, even  though  it  does  not  scan (I  hold,
CCT, .509.  that  ubi  does  belong to the  line);  but the  scribe  completes the  text,
from  efecliom' to  reperietur,  as prose.

Then  the  correct  dative  defectioni  was  changed  (probably by Fulman) to the
incorrect  accusative  defectionem;  the corrector  crossed out ubi alludit Metrisla and
wrote it in the  margin  followed  by dots  leading up to a  caret,  indicating  that the
phrase was to be  attached to  defectionem. The printer,  however, misunderstood
the  dots  to be  ellipsis  points  indicating a lacuna  in the  manuscript. Clearly  there
was no  lacuna.  and my suggestion  that  ad or  some  longer  expression  be inserted
here  (see  CCT.  pp.509 and 515  n.76) is not  necessary. Finally,  Fulman put a  dash
before  Vires,  perhaps meaning no  more  than that this half-verse was to be moved
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Fig. 1: Bodlcian Library, Oxford, CCC Ms. B 208, f.246r (original pagination'
p.49). By kind permission OfIhe  Bodlcian  Library.
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to the middle of the line. The printer did so, but  included  a  long dash made up of
six hyphens. Pronay begins  the  half-verse  at the  left  margin, preceded by three
ellipsis  points. The bracket  that  Fulman placed in front of  Vires  indicated  that
page 578 was to  begin  here.

To move on to another  subject, in  some  cases the printer misread the
transcriber’s  hand.  For  instance, on age 566 of  Fulman  the incorrect in is put
where the transcriber on page 31 (Iflolio 237r) clearly wrote m' (that is, nisi,
‘except’). The relevant  text  can be found in Pronay on  page  158, line  10:  nihil
aliud hactenus actum  in [read m'] translatum  regimen  regm'.  Here Pronay
perpetuates the erroneous reading, but Cox translates as if the correct reading
were present:  ‘nothing had so far been done except to transfer the government of
the kin  dom’.  By the  way, the  nisi  at the end of  line  seven in the first poem treated
above  Eon  p.49  of the transcript) is  taken  by Pronay and Cox (pp.190—191) to be
nisi, ‘except’, but the metre  shows that  it must be m'sf, ‘having striven’.  The
phrase sua  seque simul confundere nisi  means  ‘having striven to confound
themselves and  theirs’.

Another  example; occurs on page 27 of the transcript (folio 235r) and page
564 of Fulman; see Pronay, page  152, lines  5  and 6: In the first instance, the .
transcriber  wrote  Ille  (‘The  former — that is, Zacchaeus’) and the printer put the
ungrammatical  Illi.  In the second sentence, the transcriber wrote  Iste  (‘The  latter
— that is, Edward  IV’) and the printer put  Ille.  Once  again, Pronay keeps the
erroneous readings but  Cox’s  translation  gets  the correct meaning.

In another  case, on page 40 (= folio  241v), the transcriber seems to have  mis-
read the  original, where  Richard’s excuse  for  avoiding Queen  Anne’s  bed is given:
Rex  ipse t  ori sui  consortium omnino  aspemabatur.  Itaque a medicis  sibi
consultum, ut  faceret, judicavit.  Fulman, page 572, takes  it over in  exactly this
way, and so does Pronay, page  174, line  17, with  some repunctuation. As  Livia
Visser-Fuchs rightly notes in her  article, A Commentary on the  Continuation  (The
Ricardian, December 1987), pages 521-522, the  Latin  of this assage is obscure.
The  problem, I think, lies  with  the word  judicavit  (‘he judge  ’), which  would  be
the transcriber’s  regularisation  of iudicauit.1 I suspect  that  the  text  really read
indicauit  (‘he indicated’).  As can be  seen from Pronay’s plates of  surviving pages
of the manuscript  that  was  being transcribed, British  Library Cotton  Otho  B 13,
n  and  u  are  often  hard to distinguish.2 The passage therefore  would  mean, ‘The
king himself completely avoided sharing her bed; and he  indicated  that he had
been  advised by doctors to do  so’.

3.  Edward IV’s Marriage  to  Elizabeth Woodville
Here  I wish  to address_some points made by Alison  Hanham in her note, The
Bastardy of the  Princes  (The Ricardian, June 1988, pp.79-80), by referring to
my own treatment (LCC, pp.145-147).  First of  all, we  must  remember  that
‘precontract’ means  ‘previous  marriage to someone else’, and not, asHanham
seems to  think, some sort of  betrothal  or sworn  obligation  that one  cauld easily be
dispensed from; she  says that  if Edward was under a precontract to Elinor Butler
‘it  would  have  been  a  most sensible precaution to obtain  a dispensation, and to do
5?] WOAIld not  have  been  difficult  for a monarch who was on good terms with the
c urc '.
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If Edward was married to Elinor  Butler, the  only practical way out  would
have  been an annulment; that  is, he  would have  had to prove  that  the marriage
was not  valid  because of  some  impediment. If the marriage was  valid  and
consummated, there was no  hope  at all of a dissolution. If it was not
consummated, there was  a  faint  hope, but Edward and his advisors  would
probably not have known about it. The pope  did, in  fact, sometimes  dissolve
unconsummated  marriages, but it was a rare  event, and awareness of the practice
was very limited.  When  it became more generally known  in the next century, it
was  much  disputed whether the pope had the power to take such  action.  See my
Matrimonial  Trials  of Henry VIII  (Stanford  1976), page  229.

Hanham’s statement that Joan of Kent’s marriage to the  Black  Prince was
only countenanced  because of fear of  scandal  does not reflect the facts. Their
invalid  marriage was nullified by the pope, penance was imposed, and  then  they
were allowed  to remarry with a  dispensation for  consanguinity and  spiritual
kinship (see LCC, p.167 n.43).

Finally, it  must  be  noted  that even  though  the question of the princes’
bastardy was academic at the  time  of the  1484  Parliament, since  they were
assumed to be dead, if we  follow  the Croyland account (see LCC, p.145), the  bas-
tardy of  legitimacy of the five daughters of Edward was still a matter of concern.

NOTES  AND  REFERENCES
1.  Before  the  middle  of the  seventeenth century, the  letters  1' and i, like  the  letters  11 and v, were used

interchangeably to  signify both  vowel  and  consonant.  When  primers  suddenly decided, shortly before Fulman’s

lime,  to  limit  i  and  u  to the  vowel sounds  and  j  and  v  to the  consonant  sounds, some mistakes were made  when  it

came  lo  adjusting older  texts. Thus,  in  deciding whether  Shakespeare‘s characters should  be  Iago  or  Iago,

Iachimo  or  Jachimo.  they chose the  right  form  in  Iago  and the  wrong form  in  Iachimo,  since  the  metre  shows both

words  to be  trisyllables. '

2.  A modern example  of  misreading and  mispriming can be  seen  in my second  article, where  a  last-minute

handwritten addition  referring to the  British  Library Cotton  manuscript  of the  Croyland  Chronicle  was

interpreted  to  read ‘Ohio‘ instead  of  ‘Otho' (CCI‘,  p.51  I  n.4).
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